
Monday
03/01/2021

Special Area 8:00am -
9:20am

Writing 9:20am - 10:20am

DAILY LANGUAGE
Q3W6

SPELLING/
VOCABULARY:
Lesson 23 - descriptive,
manuscript, prescription,
scribble, transcribe, generic,
domestic, ambitious,
prestigious, orderly

Writing Activity:
Small groups will be pulled to
work on differentiated skills to
improve previous writings.

Those not working with
teacher in small group will be
working on comprehension
practice and review with
worksheets, task cards, and
technology activities.

Reading 10:20am - 11:30am

Literary Structure
Review

Students will read fictional
texts, dramas, and poems,
and analyze the structure the
author used to understand

Tuesday
03/02/2021

Special Area 8:00am -
9:20am

Writing 9:20am - 10:20am
Practice FSA Writing Prompt

Students will be given 120
minutes to complete a writing
prompt. They will need to
read, analyze, plan, draft,
revise, and publish within this
time frame.

Finished prompt will be used
over the next week and half
in writing workshop to help
students go through their
writing with the rubric and see
what can be improved and
how to best utilize their time
for completing the prompt.

Standards
LAFS.5.L.1.1 Demonstrate
command of the conventions
of standard English grammar
and usage when writing or
speaking. (DOK 2)
LAFS.5.W.1.1 Write opinion
pieces on topics or texts,
supporting a point of view
with reasons and information.
(DOK 3)
LAFS.5.W.1.1.a Introduce a
topic or text clearly, state an
opinion, and create an
organizational structure in

Wednesday
03/03/2021

Special Area 8:00am -
9:20am

Writing 9:20am - 10:20am

DAILY LANGUAGE
Q3W6

SPELLING/
VOCABULARY:
Lesson 23 - descriptive,
manuscript, prescription,
scribble, transcribe, generic,
domestic, ambitious,
prestigious, orderly

Writing Activity:
Small groups will be pulled to
work on differentiated skills to
improve previous writings.

Those not working with
teacher in small group will be
working on comprehension
practice and review with
worksheets, task cards, and
technology activities.

Reading 10:20am - 11:30am

Q3B SUMMATIVE
ASSESSMENT

Students will take summative
assessment to show mastery
of skills learned over the last
several weeks including;

Thursday
03/04/2021

Special Area 8:00am -
9:20am

Writing 9:20am - 10:20am

DAILY LANGUAGE
Q3W6

SPELLING/
VOCABULARY:
Lesson 23 - descriptive,
manuscript, prescription,
scribble, transcribe, generic,
domestic, ambitious,
prestigious, orderly

Writing Activity:
Small groups will be pulled to
work on differentiated skills to
improve previous writings.

Those not working with
teacher in small group will be
working on comprehension
practice and review with
worksheets, task cards, and
technology activities.

Reading 10:20am - 11:30am

NOVEL STUDY -
WOODSRUNNER

Students will participate in a
novel study on the book
Woodsrunner.

Friday
03/05/2021

Special Area 8:00am -
9:20am

Writing 9:20am - 10:20am

DAILY LANGUAGE
Q3W6

SPELLING/
VOCABULARY:
Lesson 23 - descriptive,
manuscript, prescription,
scribble, transcribe, generic,
domestic, ambitious,
prestigious, orderly

Writing Activity:
Small groups will be pulled to
work on differentiated skills to
improve previous writings.

Those not working with
teacher in small group will be
working on comprehension
practice and review with
worksheets, task cards, and
technology activities.

Reading 10:20am - 11:30am

NOVEL STUDY -
WOODSRUNNER

Students will participate in a
novel study on the book
Woodsrunner.
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events in the story and how
the relate to each other.

Students will completed
centers and small group work
to review Analyzing multiple
accounts on the same topic
and figurative language in
preparation for the
summative assessment.
Standards

LAFS.5.L.3.5 Demonstrate
understanding of figurative
language, word relationships,
and nuances in word
meanings. (DOK 3)
LAFS.5.L.3.5.a Interpret
figurative language, including
similes and metaphors, in
context.
LAFS.5.L.3.5.b Recognize
and explain the meaning of
common idioms, adages, and
proverbs.
LAFS.5.RI.2.6 Analyze
multiple accounts of the same
event or topic, noting
important similarities and
differences in the point of
view they represent. (DOK 3)
LAFS.5.RL.2.5 Explain how
a series of chapters, scenes,
or stanzas fits together to
provide the overall structure
of a particular story, drama,
or poem. (DOK 3)

Social Studies 11:30am -
12:00pm

which ideas are logically
grouped to support the
writer's purpose.
LAFS.5.W.1.1.b Provide
logically ordered reasons that
are supported by facts and
details.
LAFS.5.W.1.1.d Provide a
concluding statement or
section related to the opinion
presented.
LAFS.5.W.1.1.c Link opinion
and reasons using words,
phrases, and clauses (e.g.,
consequently, specifically).

Reading 10:20am - 11:30am

Literary Structure
Review

Students will read fictional
texts, dramas, and poems,
and analyze the structure the
author used to understand
events in the story and how
the relate to each other.

Students will completed
centers and small group work
to review Analyzing multiple
accounts on the same topic
and figurative language in
preparation for the
summative assessment.
Standards

LAFS.5.L.3.5 Demonstrate
understanding of figurative
language, word relationships,

analyzing multiple texts on
the same account, figurative
language, and Literary
Sturcture
Standards

LAFS.5.L.3.5 Demonstrate
understanding of figurative
language, word relationships,
and nuances in word
meanings. (DOK 3)
LAFS.5.L.3.5.a Interpret
figurative language, including
similes and metaphors, in
context.
LAFS.5.L.3.5.b Recognize
and explain the meaning of
common idioms, adages, and
proverbs.
LAFS.5.RI.2.6 Analyze
multiple accounts of the same
event or topic, noting
important similarities and
differences in the point of
view they represent. (DOK 3)
LAFS.5.RL.2.5 Explain how
a series of chapters, scenes,
or stanzas fits together to
provide the overall structure
of a particular story, drama,
or poem. (DOK 3)

Social Studies 11:30am -
12:00pm

American
Revolution Unit:

Lesson 11: Students will be
able to explain what the

Today we will read Chapters
1-2 and complete the
questions and activities for
those chapter

Social Studies 11:30am -
12:00pm

American
Revolution Unit:

Lesson13: Students will be
able to describe how to the
end of the Revolutionary War
came to an official end.

Standards
SS.5.A.5.5 Examine and
compare major battles and
military campaigns of the
American Revolution.
SS.5.A.5.6 Identify the
contributions of foreign
alliances and individuals to
the outcome of the
Revolution.
SS.5.A.5.7 Explain
economic, military, and
political factors which led to
the end of the Revolutionary
War.
SS.5.A.5.8 Evaluate the
personal and political
hardships resulting from the
American Revolution.

Today we will read Chapters
3-4 and complete the
questions and activities for
those chapter

Social Studies 11:30am -
12:00pm

American
Revolution Unit:

Summative Review: Today
studens will participate in a
review of important topics
and information from the
whole unit in preparation for
the summative on Monday.
Students will be a given a
review packet to take home
to study. Students will also be
allowed to use the notes
taken form our class lessons
on the summative
assessment.
Standards

SS.5.A.5.5 Examine and
compare major battles and
military campaigns of the
American Revolution.
SS.5.A.5.6 Identify the
contributions of foreign
alliances and individuals to
the outcome of the
Revolution.
SS.5.A.5.7 Explain
economic, military, and
political factors which led to
the end of the Revolutionary
War.
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American
Revolution Unit:

Lesson 11: Students will be
able to explain what the
Declaration of Independence
was and why it was so
significant

Lesson 12: Students will be
able to explore and discuss
the major battles of the war
happening after the
Declaration of Idependce was
signed.

Standards
SS.5.A.5.1 Identify and
explain significant events
leading up to the American
Revolution.
SS.5.A.5.5 Examine and
compare major battles and
military campaigns of the
American Revolution.

and nuances in word
meanings. (DOK 3)
LAFS.5.L.3.5.a Interpret
figurative language, including
similes and metaphors, in
context.
LAFS.5.L.3.5.b Recognize
and explain the meaning of
common idioms, adages, and
proverbs.
LAFS.5.RI.2.6 Analyze
multiple accounts of the same
event or topic, noting
important similarities and
differences in the point of
view they represent. (DOK 3)
LAFS.5.RL.2.5 Explain how
a series of chapters, scenes,
or stanzas fits together to
provide the overall structure
of a particular story, drama,
or poem. (DOK 3)

Social Studies 11:30am -
12:00pm
No Social Studies today due
to Practice FSA

Declaration of Independence
was and why it was so
significant

Lesson 12: Students will be
able to explore and discuss
the major battles of the war
happening after the
Declaration of Idependce was
signed.
Standards

SS.5.A.5.5 Examine and
compare major battles and
military campaigns of the
American Revolution.
SS.5.A.5.6 Identify the
contributions of foreign
alliances and individuals to
the outcome of the
Revolution.
SS.5.A.5.7 Explain
economic, military, and
political factors which led to
the end of the Revolutionary
War.
SS.5.A.5.8 Evaluate the
personal and political
hardships resulting from the
American Revolution.

SS.5.A.5.8 Evaluate the
personal and political
hardships resulting from the
American Revolution.
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